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AI within ECCE  
https://www.ecce-eic.org

ECCE shares the vision of the 
NP community that the EIC 
science mission is best 
served by two complementary 
detectors, and is investigating 
a design based on a 1.5T 
solenoid in both EIC 
interaction regions. 

ECCE recognizes the 
important role that AI can play 
in a future experiment like 
EIC, and includes in its 
structure a working group 
dedicated to AI (March 2021)
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AI WG Activities 

● Identified activities in the AI Working Group (regarding design and reconstruction 
algorithms): 

○ Tracking  (Brunel, MIT, Regina, work in progress)

○ PID  --- DIRC (CNU, MIT), d-RICH (MIT d-RICH paper)

○ Calorimetry (CUA, MIT, Regina, work started within eRD1, link to presentation) 

○ (Far Forward --- ZDC (Duquense))

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/05/P05009/meta
https://wiki.jlab.org/cuawiki/images/f/ff/EEEmCal_AI_Fanelli.pdf)
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Baseline (see talk of R. Cruz-Torres,
 Studies of EIC Tracking Needs)

Ratios are with respect the LBNL all Si baseline

11 parameters 
4 objectives 
Population size 100 
Offspring distributed over 30 cores

Each proposed design is 
consistent with baseline Aluminum 
support shell 
(not displayed) 

● Extended the design criteria to include 
simultaneously Kalman filter efficiency, 
pointing resolution, along with momentum and 
angular resolutions.  

● Mechanical constraints
CF & Karthik Suresh (Regina) 

The ECCE Inner Tracker Example 
This is an unprecedented attempt in 

detector design for complexity 

https://www.jlab.org/sites/default/files/user-liaison/jluo2021/210623_JLab_Users_Meeting%20_upload.pdf
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Inner Tracker 
● The decision making process on the design can 

happen after the optimization, exploring the 
performance of the trade-off solutions.   

● On left are displayed momentum, angular resolutions) 
for one solution. Below the Kalman Filter inefficiency.  

● Performance not included as objectives can be used 
for validation. For example, pattern recognition and 
fake tracks rejection studies eventually studied to 
validate designs. 

For each design solution in the front one can study the 
corresponding detector performance. 

PRELIMINARY
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EIC Electron Endcap EMCal 
● We want to optimize glass/crystal material selection in shared rapidity regions including 

mechanical constraints.  

● Like in the Hall B SRO project, we can explore implementation of AI for clustering/reconstruction.  

The team: V. Berdnikov, M. Bondi’, CF, Y. Furletova, 
T. Horn, I. Larin, D. Romanov, R. Trotta

EIC Electron Endcap require an inner part (crystal) with high resolution and 
an outer part (glass) with less stringent requirements

Crystals have been used in homogeneous calorimeters but their production is 
slow and expensive.

As an alternative Scintilex develops SciGlass that is much simpler and less 
expensive to produce and thus offers great potential for both cost reduction 
and wider application if competitive performance parameters can be achieved.

Goal: maintain the resolution needed by the physics processes while 
reducing the number of crystals/cost, taking into account constraints.

More details on this project can be found here:

https://wiki.jlab.org/cuawiki/images/f/ff/EEEmCal_AI_Fanelli.pdf

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.11388
https://wiki.jlab.org/cuawiki/images/f/ff/EEEmCal_AI_Fanelli.pdf
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Summary
● AI will likely play a major role in multiple 

aspects of the Electron Ion Collider experiment. 
We will have a dedicated workshop on AI4EIC 
on September 7-10 2021. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/10699/

● AI is at present already contributing to the ECCE design. We welcome everyone to 
contribute to ECCE, if interested please contact the AI WG convener Will Phelps 
wphelps@jlab.org or me cfanelli@mit.edu

● In NP we started exploring AI for optimal design in multidimensional space with single 
objectives. Most of the problems are multi-objectives though. None ever accomplished a 
multi-dimensional / multi-objective optimization of the performance of detectors when 
operating together. This is a high-dimensional combinatorial problem (with many 
parameters) that can be solved with AI. 

● One of the conclusions from the DOE Town Halls on AI for Science on 2019 was that “AI 
techniques that can optimize the design of complex, large-scale experiments have the potential to 
revolutionize the way experimental nuclear physics is currently done”.


